
HDLC RELIABLE DLC JDLC3 
 
 
PURPOSE 
 
JDLC3 is intended for students to explore and understand the go-back-n 
algorithm for DLC Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) that provides a reliable 
datalink layer. The project is inspired by and similar to DLC3 in the original C++ 
Network Workbench, as described in Chapter 5 of Pullen Understanding Internet 
Protocols. 
 
EXERCISE PROCESS 
 
JNWS must be installed as described in the User’s Guide. 
 
You will need to run the simulation to demonstrate that works. 
 
You are provided with a template for your program in class ModelDataLink.HDLC. 
 
In this project, you will use the JNW simulator with a network consisting of a 
single link using reliable HDLC-like link protocol. There are two such networks 
defined in src/Data_For_JNWS_Students: 
 
 HDLC-oneLinkNet-noerrors.txt (use for initial debug) 
 HDLC-oneLinkNet-errors.txt (high error rate to show ARQ) 
 
Test data provided are two "email" files: 
 
 EMAIL_UDP_1.txt (one message, for debugging) 
 EMAIL_UDP_10.txt (ten messages, for final run) 
 
You will need to work with file src/ModelDataLink/HDLC.java. This file defines a 
class for an HDLC-like reliable DLC protocol. The key decisions that make the 
protocol work have been encapsulated in a group of methods at the end of 
HDLC.java, starting with LTwindow(). The Java code for LTwindow() is provided 
as an example; code for the remaining methods INwindow(), window_full(),  
frames_remain_unacked(), increment_SNmax(), update_SNmin(), update_SN(), 
and accept_frame() are intended to be completed by the student. The ARQ 
algorithm contained in HDLC.java comments provides enough information to do 
this; the idea is you will figure out how the algorithm works and code it into 
these methods (one to five lines of code each). 
 
It is *not* intended that students modify LTwindow() or any part of HDLC.java 
above it. 



 
Your project assignment is to study HDLC.java carefully and complete the code 
where indicated. Then run it and confirm that the "email" in the files is delivered. 
You may want to insert calls to Utility.out.println() to print variables such as SN, 
RN, and the JNWBitSet frames. 
 
EXERCISE 
 
Complete the methods after LTwindow() in HDLC.java. Then run JNWS: 
 

1. Use the "Open File Containing Topology" button to read a topology 
file. (One of the two listed above: HDLC-oneLinkNet-noerrors.txt or HDLC-
oneLinkNet-errors.txt.) JNWS will generate a routing table for this network, 
which has been designed such that an “email” from node 1 to node 2 goes 
through only one link. 

 

2. Use the “Open File Containing E-Mail” button to read an email file. (one of 
the two listed above: EMAIL_UDP_1.txt or EMAIL_UDP_10.txt.) 

 

3. Click on the run button . The simulation should run, 
sending the email from node 1 to node 2 using your HDLC. 

 
A good way to proceed is to run: 
 
1. link with no errors and one email message 
2. link with no errors and ten email messages 
3. link with errors and one email message 
4. link with error and ten email messages 
 
When it works, the input emails from the file will show up, one at a time, in the 
output text pane. Each will appear only once in the output. 
 
DEMONSTRATION 
 
No demonstration is provided for this exercise. 
 
 
SUBMITTING 
 
You are to submit via Moodle your completed HDLC.java plus a file output.txt 
containing a copy of its output when run in case 4 above. 


